It is useful to consider also the corresponding Cauchy condition when (s ) is a Cauchy net ; we shall then call Ex unconditionally Cauchy. This is (p n --------'----------equivalent to demanding that to each neighbourhood U of the origin in E corresponds a finite set (p., such that s.^U whenever 6 and A,, are disjoint. Investigation of the unconditional convergence of a series Ex involves the study of the map (p ^ s , from the set H of all finite subsets of N , to E .
The aim is to extend this map to the set K of all subsets of N . Now K can be (This result remains valid in an additive topological group E if and only if E has no non-trivial compact subgroup. Unfortunately, the corresponding restriction does not rescue proposition 1 : there are additive topological groups with no non-trivial precompact subgroups in which proposition 1 fails. See [5] .)
Unconditional convergence 337
When E is a topological vector space, the convex envelope B of A is readily identified to be the set of all sums of the form Z X x , where 0^\ <1 for each n . n 6 <() n n Suppose that £x is unconditionally Cauchy, so that A is precompact. In a locally convex space, the convex envelope of a precompact set is precompact, so that, for every bounded sequence of scalars \ , ZX x is also unconditionally Cauchy.
It is interesting that this result continues to hold if E is semiconvex (i.e. has a base of semiconvex neighbourhoods of the origin) even though in such a space the convex envelope of a precompact set need not be precompact. As before, let E be a separated additive topological group. Also let T be a subset of a metric sapce, with metric d , and let _t^ be a point in the closure of T . In this section we consider series of functions from T to E . Suppose that, for each t in T, Zx (t) is subseries convergent, so that
nC a is defined for each t in T and each o in K . Suppose also that, for each o in K , s (t) converges to a limit as t ->-t^ in T , and denote this limit by s (t/.) . Thus for each n , x (t) converges to a limit, denoted by x (t..) , as t ->• t,. in T , but it is not obvious that s (t^) is the sum of the terms x (t--,)
with nC o , until this is proved below in corollary 1.
LEMMA. -Under the conditions described above, the convergence of s (t) t^o_ s (t,.) is uniform for o€ K . There is therefore a (^ in H such that a6W whenever (^coC K and for d(t, t.,) < 1/m we have s^(t)-3^(1^) = lim {s^(t)-s^(t')} 6U" = U . Thus to each neighbourhood U of the origin in E correspond a <^ in H and a 6 > 0 such that s ,(t)CU for all ((> disjoint from <f) and all t in 
ries convergent for the weak topology o(F, F 1 ) , it is also subseries convergent for the initial topology on F .
Proof : Without loss of generality, -we may assume that the subspace generated by 
